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Background:  Aortic pulse wave velocity (PWV) is an index of aortic compliance (AC). Arterial stiffening and decreased AC with resultant increase 
in PWV commonly results from aging, hypertension and atherosclerosis. We evaluated PWV by cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging and 
examined its relation to various clinical and cardiac function parameters.
Methods:  In 223 nondiabetic, normotensive subjects with no clinical cardiovascular disease or echocardiographic abnormalities (124 females, 
116 dyslipidemics(42 treated) PWV was assessed on a 1.5T CMR scanner by through-plane phase-contrast imaging of the ascending and 
descending aorta at the pulmonary artery level with VENC-1.5 m/sec. PWV = distance between ascending and descending Aortic plane / time of 
pressure pulse travel in between. Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients were used to examine associations between PWV and age, body 
mass index, blood pressure, coronary calcium score (CCT), lipid levels and cardiac function parameters.
Results:  (Table 1)
Conclusions:  Overall and in males and females, age is the strongest, most consistent correlate of increased PWV and PWV correlates moderately 
with CCT, RPP and SBP. In males PWV correlates modestly with lipid levels. (All p<0.05). After adjustment for age no other variables significantly 
correlate with PWV. Cardiac function parameters including LV EF and mass index have no association to PWV even after adjusting for age and 
BP.There are no significant gender differences in PWV (p = 0.2). 
